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What is Digital Imaging? 
In it's simplest terms, digital imaging (editing) is the process of altering 

images with a computer, digital camera or scanner, and printer. 



Digital imaging is associated with digital photography and is also 
used in the fields of science, medicine and forensics.

What is Digital Imaging? 



How I can work with  
Digital Imaging?



Adobe Photoshop is the most common application commercially 
used for digitally manipulating images.

Digital Imaging Software 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sczKEdcxYdU

WATCH THE VIDEO BY CLICKING ON THE LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sczKEdcxYdU


Digital Imaging Web apps 
These are found using a computer and going to a website







Digital Images Mobile apps 
These use a mobile phone and are found in the App Store or Google Play



A simple, fun & creative way to capture, edit & share photos, videos & messages with friends & family.





PicsArt Photo Studio
It offers you a wide variety of editing skills from filters to clip-arts everything and is totally a free app in 
store. It will make more creative than just applying filters on your photo with a great image qualities. 

Perfect for selfie lovers and this loving special features makes it the best iPhone app in iTunes store. It 
is available on both iPhone and iPad app store.



Animoto Video Maker
Got some favourite photos and video clips of your beautiful life moments? Make fun video clips with 
photos and video clips from your camera roll, choose any theme or video style template, add a song 

and experience its magic of making your magical moments more special. Animoto Video Maker is also 
available on iOS 9 with 3D touch support.



Mixgram
A perfect package of basic and advance photo editing tools such as photo editor, you can make 

picture collage with it, pic stitching, camera effects, special filters, photo frames and vintage filters for 
selfies taker.

Capturing photos with this best app, Mixgram is totally effortless and free. Make your magic moments 
beautiful with full of artworks using Mixgram and share with your friends.







What can be done with 
Digital Image? 
It allows users to edit, manipulate, enhance  

and transform images in an almost endless number of ways.

for example...



Color correction of photos



Color correction of photos



Red eye removal from photos



Creative color changes



Removing the color from images



Restoration and retouching of images



Removing aspects from images





Compositing two or more images together



Photo Manipulation
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Digital Painting



Digital Painting



Pixels 
A digital image is composed of pixels (picture elements)  

of information arranged in columns and rows.



Pixels 
The more pixels in the image the better it will look 

when printed, used in presentations, multimedia projects, and 
determines how big it can be printed. Images are measured in pixel 
dimensions, and the number of pixels in the photo should be in the 

THOUSANDS for good quality. Example 2,000 x 3,000 pixels.


